REGENERATION PROCESS

Hold the Fullness of Yourself, first... before you can help others.

Renounce Cynicism from every context of your life!

Hold SPACE for others.
Allow them to be PREGNANT with their ideas.

Focus on what People want.
Invite people to conversations about the Future.
Expand Images of Possibility.

ABRA CADABRA: As I speak, so I create.

Cynism passes for Credibility!

Imagine Process
> Look for the Best of What is!
> Imagine What could be and Create it!

What makes Constructive Community Change Possible?
What question is alive in you now?

Draw the Shape of Hope.

* Understand
* Imagine
* Create

Inclusive Intergenerational Participation.

What works?

MAIEUTIC VOCATION: Bringing latent ideas into clear questions.

Create the space, offer focus and guidance and open it up for learning and for them to ask the questions.
Idea: Wear your Question.
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